
Voxware to Demo Cloud-Based Solutions at ProMat 2015 
Innovative analytics platform will be showcased alongside successful Voice Management Suite 

	
Hamilton, NJ and Chicago, IL (ProMat 2015) – March 18, 2015 – Voxware, the largest 
independent voice application company and leading provider of cloud-based voice solutions, will 
announce a new predictive modeling and supply chain analytics platform at ProMat in Chicago, 
Illinois, March 23-26 (booth #3668). In addition to the new product launch, Voxware will 
highlight the success of its Cloud Voice Management Suite (VMS). Since its launch more than 
two and a half years ago, Voxware’s cloud-based voice-directed software has remained the 
standard for voice in the warehouse providing significant increases in accuracy, efficiency and 
safety. 
	
“We are more excited than ever to attend ProMat this year,” said Keith Phillips, CEO at 
Voxware. “We have listened to our customers and to the market to develop a tool that provides 
real-time predictive analytics across all aspects of the supply chain. We’re looking forward to 
introducing it publicly.” 
	
ProMat will also feature presentations by two Voxware customers, McGraw Hill Education and 
Whole Foods. Mike Torch, Executive in Supply Chain, Operations, and Systems at McGraw Hill 
Education will speak at an educational seminar hosted by Voxware titled, “Start Customer 
Service at Order Selection with a Voice-enabled Warehouse.” Here, Mike will share how 
McGraw-Hill’s decision to implement Voxware’s VMS resulted in a greater than 25% increase 
in staff productivity, an exceptional order accuracy rate, improved warehouse safety, and better 
visibility of critical data. This insightful presentation will be held Wednesday, March 25th at 
11:15 AM CDT in Theater H (Seminar Number 309). 
	
“We’re thrilled to have Mike join us to share the success story that has led McGraw Hill to 
experience greater productivity, accuracy, safety, and increased data transparency,” said Keith 
Phillips, CEO at Voxware. “We’ve repeatedly proven that our Cloud Voice Management Suite 
provides tremendous benefits in the warehouse without the substantial capital outlay that has 
stymied warehouse improvements in the past. Everyone who visits our booth this year will be 
able to see the value first-hand.” 
	
Additionally, John Mackey, CEO of Whole Foods, will be one of ProMat’s keynote speakers and 
will discuss the topic of “Conscious Capitalism: Blueprint for a New System for Doing 
Business.”  Mackey will be speaking on Tuesday, March 24

th at 8:45am CDT. 
	
About Voxware 
Voxware helps organizations with teams who are on the move to more effectively receive, act 
on, and communicate information critical to their work. Our hands-free voice solutions enable 
employees to safely and accurately speed through tasks, thereby boosting operational 
productivity and improving customer experiences. What’s more, Voxware easily adapts to 
changes in technology and processes, enabling organizations to quickly address shifting demands 
without disruptions to the operation. Our innovative approach to voice communication has 
proven to help our customers increase profitability by cutting costs and enhancing brand loyalty. 
For more information, please visit www.voxware.com.
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